Energy Interpolated Template Coding for Video Compression in Traffic Surveillance Application
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Abstract

In video coding, exploitation of temporal correlation between frames is an important step for reduction of redundant data in successive video frames. However, dynamic nature of video content introduces difficulty in finding temporal correlation. In this paper we propose a novel template coding approach to compress the video data for traffic surveillance which addresses above said difficulty. In this work, the conventional approach of the template coding, wherein two successive frames are considered, is improved by a ‘dynamic model’ of the template. The dynamism of template selection is achieved through energy interpolation of successive frame data over some time period, rather than only two successive frame data. A coherent histogram model is developed to build accurate template to achieve improvement in compression. The proposed efficient template matching approach predicts exact template thereby minimizing the processing overheads and reduction in processing time. The obtained simulation result unveils that, the proposed approach results in accurate template localization, thereby improving the accuracy in coding and the coding speed in comparison to conventional template based compression approaches.
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1 Introduction

Automation in real time applications has gained a lot of interest in recent past. Video coding for information retrieval, monitoring, controlling is one such application and which has been investigated in multiple direction for its automation. With the emerging issue of security concerns and human negligence, various issues are surfacing, which could have been stopped. The issue is more prominent as various application demands for continuous monitoring to take immediate action. In most surveillance applications, capturing devices such as digital cameras are installed at a remote monitoring zone and the captured information’s are streamed to monitoring location via dedicated cable link or via wireless link. Where cable links are more effective in accurate communication and transmission rate, the range constraint and their installation and maintenance cost are always a limitation. In wireless mode communication, interference, resource scarcity such as transmitting bandwidth is the main limiting constraint. To overcome this issue of video transmission with resource scarse wireless system, various approaches of compression model were developed in past. An annotation based coding for video information prediction is presented in [1]. The system uses a motion parameter for prediction of template base to derive matching template. But it is very difficult to accurately model the base template due to large diversity of video data. A hidden markov approach to template based coding is outlined in [2]. A global and local temporal modeling is used as a motion detail for template representation. However, recognition rate depends on training data and test data. In [3] motion energy based coding is developed. A motion based coding using energy and the variation in frame content (history) is used for the compression. In this approach, motion component due to camera motion are not separated out. A local representation of the extracted spatio-temporal interest points (STIPs) [4, 5] from a video sample is used for video compression. However, this work does not support for camera motion. Also, there is no mention on processing speed. The local representation is observed to be robust to statistical representation of video details outlined in [6, 7]. In motion detection model, Harris detector [8] and 3-D SIFT [9, 10], are used for the localization of non moving parameter defined as matching template. The SIFT operator performs a max/min searching over the difference of Gaussian (DoG) function for each video frame. However, in the scenario of cluttered
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A combined format of histogram oriented gradient and histogram optical flow (HoG-HoF) for motion detection and compression is outlined in [11]. The histogram of gradient is observed to be an effective approach for motion detection model. A 3D-HoG [12] is outlined, with a set of descriptive approach to obtain effective motion model. Towards optimization of motion detection model, a histogram based coding [13] for video retrieval is developed. The system uses the localized temporal histogram templates to detect a motion model from a video dataset. However in these cases, camera motion is not taken into the consideration, thereby introducing less accuracy in motion vector detection. Further, in most of the existing approach using energy interpolation, the definition of templates is based on histogram details. However, all the past developments are confined to a predefined template. Wherein no efforts were made in defining the matching template based on the frame content and frame variations. In this paper, a new approach to template based video compression is proposed, where energy interpolation is used for frame correlation to derive energy difference and the correlative factor is then used as a defining parameter for template development. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the conventional template based coding for video compression. Section 3 outlines the proposed energy interpolation model for dynamic template definition. The obtained simulation results are presented in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the presented work.

2 Template Based Coding

In various approaches of video compression, template based coding is preferred for video compression due to its lower computational complexity and thereby fast processing. Among different approach, an approximate nearest neighbor (ANN) was presented in [14]. This approach presents a data portioning based on k-mean clustering and hierarchical extension to derive a template block. The method process on overlapped block size and derive a residual error based on the direct comparison of the two successive frame information’s. In [15] a template match predication (TMP) was defined to develop compression model. The TMP method derive the self similarity content of the two successive frame details and derive the frame correlation based on the distance measure of self and neighbor pixels. This model uses the static pixel details to derive a template match. In this approach no motion details are used. To improve the template mapping in [13], an energy interpolation of static frame
content using histogram is developed. This method defines a temporal and spatial localization of template based on histogram mapping. In the process of temporal coding, a set of histogram defining the temporal template for different slices of the frames is developed. The developed histogram correlation \(E_d\) is categorized into a set of temporal matching histogram \(E_c\), where \(E_c \in E_d\). The categorization of templates hence leads to faster localization of template model in the search process of motion element in a given video sample \(E_s\). In the search process an intersection of histogram template for temporal localization is used. In such coding, the intersection of the histogram is defined by:

\[
I(E_s, E_d) = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \left( \frac{\min(E_i^s - E_i^d)}{E_N} \right)
\]

Where, \(E_N\) is the normalized histogram for the observing video. A major assumption in this model is that a high value for \(I(E_s, E_d)\) is predictive that time frame \(d\) contains part of frame \(s\).

Here it is to be observed that template categorization is carried out using a temporal template defined in dataset, and the dynamicity of the video content is neglected. Here, dynamicity is referred to nonlinear variations in video contents due to unpredictable vehicle flow. It is worth to note that maximum energy contents are present in these dynamic contents and if it is not considered, it may lead to wrong template definition. Further, in various video samples the variations are non redundant, such as the foreground static-background moving, or foreground and background moving, background static and foreground moving, and various application where cameras are moved, wherein a false motion is observed (due to motion of the camera). In such scenario, the template differentiation needs to be dynamic to achieve higher accuracy and faster processing.

### 3 Energy Interpolated Template Coding

In conventional energy based template approach, two successive frames are considered for processing purpose. It is evident that, the accuracy of this approach will not be adequate if video contents are changing dynamically. Therefore, it is essential to have a dynamic template model to overcome the issues arising from distortions in video data. In this work a dynamic template model based on the video content is derived through few successive frames
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A multi frame inter correlative frame error is computed based on the recurrent frame histogram correlation. In this approach, for a given video sample each of the frame energy is computed and an energy set is defined as,

\[ E_i(m) = [E_i(mN), E_i(mN - 1), \ldots, E_i(mN)] \]  (2)

Where, \( E_i \) is the energy histogram for each frame of a video file. \( N \) is number of frame. To compute the frame error \( F \) for the given two frame data, where the energy interpolates are compared to derive energy difference is defined as;

\[ F_{i,E}(m) = E_{i,t}(m) - E_{i,t+1}(m) \]  (3)

The set of frame correlation on energy plane is computed, and from the obtained frame errors, an optimal value is selected for the satisfying condition of \( \min(F_{i,E}(m)) \).

To develop the frame interpolation template, a reference energy histogram is derived from a successive frame data observed over a period of time. To optimize the template computation, a histogram normalization process is made by a weight parameter defined by,

\[ E_i(k) = E_i(k)v(k) \]  (4)

Where, \( v(k) = [v_0(m), v(m), \ldots, v_{M-1}(m)]^T \) are set of frame weight defined for each frame. The values are randomly initialized and propagated to a minimal error value in a recurrent manner. The Frame error is then modified as,

\[ F_{i,E}(m) = E_{i,t}(m) - E_i(m)v(m) \]  (5)

An initial error value of frame error \( F_{i,E,0} \) is recorded and the frame error is updated for all successive frames. At each of the iteration the weight values are updated based on the histogram energy and the frame error, as given below

\[ v(m + 1) = v(m) + \mu \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} \frac{E_i^T(m)}{\|E_i(m)\|^2} F_{i,E,0}(m) \]  (6)

The weight value is updated with a step size \( \mu \) which is used to govern the weight value to a constant updation rather than a random updation.
The deviation in the bin variation of the histogram is then integrated over a period of 0 to N defined by,

\[ D(E_{i,N}) = \int_0^N \mu \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} \left( 2E \left[ \frac{E_{i,n}(m)\tilde{v}(m)F_{i,N}(m)}{\|E_{i,N}(m)\|^2} \right] \right. \]

\[ -\mu E \left[ \frac{e_{i,NE}(m)}{\|E_{i,N}(m)\|^2} \right) \]  

(7)

Wherein integrating the estimate, over ‘N’ observation period accumulates the estimation of ‘N’ inter frame errors. For each frame with minimum estimate error is then selected as the selected histogram bin and an intersection bin is then derived from Equation (1). This template selection result in the selection of template region for any motion parameter with minimum correlative frame error. The suggested approach is interpreted in Figure 1.

A k-nearest neighbour model is used for the interpolation of the frame back in decoder unit. For each of the template region a signature is used with motion parameter, and the marked template region is interpolated by the replication of reference template to regenerate the video frame. To validate the proposed approach, a simulation is carried out for the proposed system in comparison to conventional energy model and template based compression model.

Figure 1 The energy correlative template selection approach.
4 Simulation Results

The proposed system is developed in Matlab 8.1 and tested for a real time traffic surveillance application. The day time test sample is captured from city of Pune (India) traffic flow using a rotating capturing camera installed over a junction point. The video samples are captured at 25fps. A frame sample of captured video is shown in Figure 2.

For the processing of the captured video sample, a frame reading is carried out at a frame time skip of ten frames to obtain dominant motion details. The extracted frames for processing are shown in Figure 3.

The frames are selected to have three distinct motion parameter, where the foreground is observed to be moving consisting of moving vehicles, the background are static reflecting the sign boards, tree and a false motion model due to camera motion is taken which gives a motion effect to static roads, footpath and static surroundings. A template extraction to this captured frame is carried out using Template match prediction (TMP) [15] and Histogram energy based template matching (HIST) [13] compared with the proposed energy interpolated template matching (EI-HIST).

![Figure 2](image1.png)  
**Figure 2** Captured sample of a traffic surveillance camera.

![Figure 3](image2.png)  
**Figure 3** Extracted frames for processing.
For the TMP template matching, the template used for compression model is derived based on the comparison of successive frames. The obtained template for mapping is shown in Figure 4.

For the prediction of template more effectively, energy prediction model using histogram feature as outlined in [13] is developed. The obtained template coefficient using Histogram energy model (HIST) is shown in Figure 5.

The obtained template for video compression using the proposed energy interpolated HIST (EI-HIST) is shown in Figure 6. The Finest coarseness in the selection of moving element based on the interpolation approach could be observed. The finer prediction results in lower coefficients, thereby achieving the compression.

The processing accuracy and computation overhead is computed in terms of accuracy in retrieved frame data and the time taken for the encoding and decoding of the developed system. The derived frame by the interpolation using TMP, HIST and EI-HIST is shown in Figures 7, 8 and 9 respectively.
The performance of the developed system is measured w.r.t. the actual motion element detected. The coefficient count for the conventional method and proposed method is outlined in Table 1.

The accuracy of these three developed methods are compared by the obtained PSNR,

\[ PSNR = 10 \log \left( \frac{\text{max} (I)^2}{MSE} \right) \]  

Figure 7  Recovered frame using TMP approach.

Figure 8  Recovered frame using HIST approach.

Figure 9  Recovered frame using EI-HIST approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Motion coefficients accounted by the three developed methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original Sample Size</td>
<td>765952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redundant coefficients</td>
<td>597832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion Element detected</td>
<td>168120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Overhead</td>
<td>56.94%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Where,

\[ MSE = \frac{1}{MN} \sum_{i=0}^{M-1} \sum_{j=0}^{N-1} (I - I')^2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (9)

Where \( I \) and \( I' \) are the original and interpolated frames.

The comparison of the PSNR obtained for the developed method is shown in Figure 10. The PSNR for the energy interpolation domain is observed to be high due to spectral domain processing, rather than time domain processing. In case of TMP approach, coding part accumulates more redundant data, which leads to error in decoding process, resulting in lower PSNR value.

The template approach affects the computation time based on the derived template region. The accurate region detection result in higher interpolation accuracy and low computation time. The measured time delay for processing, processed over a Intel(R) core i5 CPU at 2.3GHz processor, is shown in Figure 11. An improvement of 0.3 Sec and 0.8 sec is observed in comparison to the conventional Histogram interpolation and TMP approach respectively.

The observed overhead in processing data for the three methods is presented in Figure 12. The elimination of data redundancy results in minimization of data overhead in the computation. It is observed to be reduced by 39% and 29% in comparison to TMP and HIST approaches respectively.

Figure 10  PSNR comparison for the developed approach.
5 Conclusion

The efficiency of template based video compression lies in the accurate definition of template region. As the wrong interpretation increases the processing overhead and delay factor, an over sampled template minimizes the accuracy.
of interpolation. In this paper, an energy interpolated template coding based on inter correlative histogram is proposed. The conventional model of template match predication and histogram based coding is compared to the proposed energy interpolated histogram coding. The simulation result obtained for the developed approach tested over a traffic surveillance data illustrated a higher coding accuracy along with improvement in coding speed due to accurate template derivation.
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